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1. Preamble
From birth, each individual has the right to have an identity. The identity of an individual
is the assertion of his or her existence in a society. It is also a matter of recognition of
their individuality and what differentiates them from their peers. Having an identity is a
fundamental human right but also a critical problem in cyberspace when it comes to
having a digital identity and allowing access to computers and the services they provide
to be automated and making it possible for computers to mediate relationships.
Traditional ID cards and digital forms do not capture the key attributes of a natural
person and don’t provide a solution to vectorize them.
A Ydentity NFT is a non-fungible, non-transferable, non-sellable token that keeps record
on a blockchain of a unique stack of non-encrypted scores based on the affective and
cognitive attributes of a person processed by edge computing technology removing
discriminatory biases.

2.

Introduction to Ydentity Organization

The Ydentity Organization was founded by Dr. Frederic Jumelle with the vision that
anyone can create, own and use a decentralized form of identity or Alt-ID since it is a
human right to have one and a digital right to own one. The Swiss Association
Ydentity.org was created to defend the neutrality of this concept, to fundraise and lobby
for its international adoption, while the Ydentity Decentralized Autonomous
Organization or DAO will enable communities and developers to use Alt-ID for the
purpose of interacting and making decisions on Web3 and fundraise for the
development of an independent Ydentity network for value transfer. Ydentity YDR will
be the reputation currency of the DAO. Using Alt-ID to vector information can help
reduce carbon emissions

2.1. Association Ydentity.org (ONG, Canton de Genève)
❖ A non-governmental, non-profit organization founded by 13 professionals of
financial services, insurance, blockchain technologists, lawyers, and fund
managers to solve the problem of “Know Your Client” KYC/AML on blockchains
once and for all.
❖ Defend the right to have and use an alternative form of decentralized identity for
the current web and the next generation of web3 and serve as the Advisory
Committee for the future Ydentity Foundation.
❖ Promote Ydentity Alt-ID concept and benefits to individual members and
corporations, lobby institutions and international organizations, organize
fundraising events to finance the collection of inclusive datasets for Video
Emotion Recognition (VER) and the pre-marketing of the DAO.
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2.2. Ydentity International Foundation
❖ Develop all associated applications of Ydentity’s core technology and enhanced
benefits.
❖ Manage attribute data contributed by users and continuously improve the core
technology in order to increase the intrinsic value of the Ydentity NFT.
❖ Execute finalized proposals from the DAO including fully decentralized Ydentity
operations in its independent network for value transfer.
❖ Look after the interests of the DAO and the wider community and make sure
value flows back to the YDR token and is shared with the DAO.

3.

Underlying technology and proof-of-concept

3.1. The tech in a nutshell
Ydentity is generated by computing signals captured by the user's smartphone sensors
during a short Video Emotion Recognition Interview (VERI), a technology developed,
tested and validated in partnership with the Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology (HKUST) Neuromorphic Interactive System Lab*.
While combining an edge computing approach with shallow neural networks, Ydentity’s
advanced emotion recognition algorithm can process user inputs without storage and
then pairs selected keyframes' arousal level with their cognitive significance from a set
of pre-labeled questions.
As a result, a Ydentity user’s affective and cognitive attributes are assembled in a stack
of 7 performance scores (tolerance, credibility, maturity, emotional state, autonomy,
worthiness and W-range) with age and gender that becomes the core of an
Attribute-Based Digital Identity removing most discriminatory biases.
The Ydentity stack is later minted as a user-owned NFT, ERC721 format, and uploaded
on a blockchain for:
❖ Alternative identification of persons and subsequent authentication of
transactions and transfers, and;
❖ Risk and behavior profiling in the field of personal or affinity group risk
management.
This newly generated alternative form of digital identity is ready for use in a wide range
of activities related to the usefulness of the 7 scores, including but not limited to
investment, insurance, finance, value transfer, business operations, employment,
gaming etc.

3.2. The proof-of-concept validation
3.2.1. International patent protection
“Method for neuropsychological performance test”, Hong Kong Patent no.
HK30003521A, May 19, 2020.
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“Method and system for neuropsychological performance test” international PCT Patent
no. WO 2021/003681A1, January 14, 2021. CNIPA Patent no. 201980072840.X, June 24,
2021. https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2021003681

3.2.2. Scientific proof-of-concept
❖ F. Jumelle, K. So and D. Deng, “Individual risk profiling for portable devices using
a neural network to process the cognitive reactions and the emotional responses
to a multivariate situational risk assessment,” https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.00441
March 7, 2021
❖ D. Deng, Z. Chen, Y. Zhou and B. Shi, “MIMAMO Net: Integrating Micro- and
Macromotion for Video Emotion Recognition,” AAAI Conference on Artificial
Intelligence, New York City, NY, USA, Feb. 2020.
❖ D. Deng, Z. Chen, B. E. Shi, “Multitask Emotion Recognition with Incomplete
Labels,” IEEE International Conference on Automatic Face and Gesture
Recognition, in Buenos Aires, Argentina, Nov. 2020. (Winner of the
Valence-Arousal and the Action Unit Challenges in the FG-2020 Workshop "Affect
Recognition in-the-wild: Uni/Multi-Modal Analysis & VA-AU-Expression
Challenges)
❖ Y. Zhou and B. E. Shi, “Photorealistic Facial Expression Synthesis by the
Conditional Difference Adversarial Autoencoder,” International Conference on
Affective Computing and Intelligent Interaction, San Antonio, TX, USA, Oct. 2017.
❖ Y. Zhou, J. Pi and B. E. Shi, “Pose-independent Facial Action Unit Intensity
Regression Based on Multi-task Deep Transfer Learning,” IEEE International
Conference on Automatic Face & Gesture Recognition, Washington, DC, USA,
May 2017 (Winner of 2017 Facial Expression Recognition and Analysis (FERA) AU
Intensity Estimation Challenge).
*HKUST is a leading institution for education and research in Hong Kong ranked
#34 in QS Global World Rankings 2022

4.

Ydentity Non Fungible Token (NFT)

A Ydentity NFT tokenizes a natural person’s affective and cognitive attributes so that
one’s attribute based identity will become decentralized, unique, and immutable. The
metadata of the Ydentity NFT will be stored completely on the Ethereum blockchain, the
attributes stored on-chain will be freely readable by anyone, but a verifiable signature is
generated only when the data is read by the Ydentity NFT owner.
In this way, all third parties can use Ydentity for identification, authentication,
underwriting, and all types of activities where Ydentity NFTs can provide verifiable and
immutable information about the owners for a wide range of use cases. Owners of a
Ydentity NFT are automatically members of the Ydentity DAO which will be the driving
force for the web3 digital identity revolution. More detail in section 6.
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5.

Ydentity Reputation Token (YDR)

YDR represents access to Ydentity’s core technology for creating one’s Web3 identity
powered by a Ydentity NFT. Initially, people who spend time and effort will be rewarded
with YDR when they mint their Ydentity NFT because the more people profile
themselves the more mature and accurate the Ydentity technology will become. As a
reward, the first 100,000 unique users will be rewarded with 100 YDR tokens (10 million
airdrop). Beyond that, new users will have to pay for the creation of their Ydentity NFT
with YDR tokens and the price will be determined by an annual vote hosted by the
Ydentity DAO.
In the longer term, YDR’s main utility will be used to map Ydentity NFT owners’
reputation so that the invisible net of trust between people that exist in the real world
can finally have a digital equivalent. This is consistent with the efforts being put in by the
crypto community to try to create a social graph on the blockchain. Ydentity can offer
more as its attribute-based identity will provide more useful information about an
account owner on the blockchain while keeping personal privacy at the highest possible
level.
One potential application is using YDR tokens as collateral for a DeFi loan which means
the Ydentity token holder might actually lose those tokens as well as “reputation” should
he or she default on the loan.

6.

Ydentity Decentralized Autonomous Organization

The Ydentity organization intends to set up the Ydentity DAO to realize the belief that
Ydentity technology will ultimately be a social technology co-created by all that provides
data and support for building a decentralized digital nation and ownership of this
technology should also be shared so that nobody can monetize it for their own gain.
This might be the only way that this digital nation will persist into the future of the
metaverse.
Qualification for membership of the DAO will be automatic for all unique owners of the
Ydentity NFTs. Members will be able to vote on proposals that have direct impact on the
Ydentity platform. Grants will be given out to developers who can build innovative
decentralized applications utilizing Ydentity NFTs and YDR tokens from the treasury of
the Ydentity foundation.
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7.
7.1.

YDR Allocation
YDR Token information

Token Name: Ydentity Reputation
Symbol: YDR
Decimals: 18
Smart Contract: 0x32779A598C7820Ad5f13031C0D91E66DceDa31BD (verified)
YDR max total supply: 1,000 million
Allocations: 10% first token sale (9% sale + 1% airdrop), 69% community, 10% founders,
11% team, developers, investors, advisors
Lock-up period: pre-mined tokens allocated to founders, developers, investors and
team will be locked up for 12 months although these holders may use 10% of their
token allocation as a reputation collateral only during the initial 12-month period.

7.2.

YDR Initial token sale

YDR first Token sale target: 90 million + 10 million airdrop
Token sale price: 0.13 US$
Tokens have transferable ownership with the token contract owner only being able to
mint and burn supply. Ydentity reputation tokens are generated before purchasers buy
them.
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8. International team
❖ Founder & President of Ydentity.org - Dr. Frederic JUMELLE, Scientist:
http://linkedin.com/in/dr-frederic-j-307915103
❖ Secretary of Ydentity.org - Dr. Thomas LUDESCHER, Tech Entrepreneur:
http://linkedin.com/in/dr-tom-l-6556
❖ Co-founder of Ydentity.org - Michael BUXTON, Insurtech:
http://linkedin.com/in/mibuxton
❖ Blockchain & Web3 - Daniel LIN, Digital Product Strategist:
http://linkedin.com/in/daniellin16017
❖ API3-Brian PASFIELD, API3 Alliance Member:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/brian-pasfield-40a0141a
❖ Product - David DUBRULLE, Asset Management:
http://linkedin.com/in/david-dubrulle-231115b
❖ Marketing - Erwin van SCHAFFELAAR, Licensing:
http://linkedin.com/in/erwinvanschaffelaar
❖ Research POC - Prof. Bertram SHI, Professor HKUST-ECE:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bert-shi
❖ Future of Value Transfer - Tim PAGETT, Financial Services:
http://linkedin.com/in/tim-pagett-6802b01
❖ Artificial Intelligence Technology - Dr. Kelvin SO, Mathematician
❖ User Experience - Michael PRIEST, Product Development:
http://linkedin.com/in/michaelleepriest
❖ Growth - David MAN, Insurtech: http://linkedin.com/in/david-man-4b952b31
❖ Strategy North America - Drew DORWEILER, Investment Banker:
http://linkedin.com/in/drewdorweiler
❖ Strategy Asia Pacific - Benjamin QUINLAN, Strategy Consultant:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/benjamin-quinlan-17b32416

9.

Disclaimer

This light paper does not constitute financial or legal advice. Any person seeking
financial or legal advice should hire their own certified professional. This light paper is
meant for informational and educational value only. Ydentity Organization’s role and
objective in producing this light paper is to verify the accuracy and completeness of the
main information and introduce the Ydentity project ahead of the exhaustive white
paper. For more information or make contact, please email to: legal@ydentity.org
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